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For a given value of J, ~~ coefficients display a typical tetrahedral structure quite apparent in simple spectra : so, the assignement of lines is easy and initial computations can be made, allowing in a later step a very precise computer calculation of frequencies.
In hexafluorides, the rotational quantum number J may be very large, so that the number of lines in a Q branch is correspondingly large ; a complete resolution of the spectra implies the use of Doppler free spectroscopy [6] available only for a small number of lines. Diode laser spectroscopy [2, 7] gives spectra, whose study is very difficult for Q branches [8] .
McDowell et al. [8] drew a graph of Q branch line frequencies versus J ; for a given value of J, it is almost a graph of the F4 coefficients, in which the highest and lowest values are grouped into the clusters noticed for the first time by Dorney and Watson [9] . McDowell et al. [8] observed that interpolation between the points which correspond to the clusters leads to regular curves for which they introduced the names QA QB ... on one side ... Qy, Qz on the other side (Fig. 1) where P(Y. ~ ~7). with x = S or T as related by equation (2), is either of the equal polynomials : a # ,' c) ~: are constants which depend on C [14] and will be neglected here. Using the parameters introduced by McDowell et al. [2] to shorten equation (195) of reference [1] ~ the frequencies of a Q branch are :
This formula may be used to solve equation (1) for V: but we prefer here a rough approximation which leads to an extremely simple and apparently sufficiently precise result :
For large J, (5) and (4) This value may be introduced into (6) : using only the less precise equation (7), we obtain: or, replacing the k's by their values
The two possible sets of k coefficients (equations (10) and (11)) give j values (eq. (13) [8] ; in the second case, for S 0, 3, 6, ... the subbands QA, QB~ QC~ ... We tested our approximate formulation using the data and results of reference [8] . The precision of the value of j given by formula (13) is of the order of one unit. Approximate values for the frequencies are obtained through equation (14) ; but if the value of j given by equation (13) is substituted in equation (4) and (6) then the agreement is very good (Table I ).
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(C) Approximate values deduced from figure 1 of Ref. [8] .
